English:
We will be exploring the books:
‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt’ and ‘On
1
Sudden Hill’
Children will be going on real bear hunts and
exploring the story behind these books. They
will be learning lots of new sounds and
beginning to learn how to blend them
together. We will be begin to form these
letters accurately by practising their special
rhymes.
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St. Joseph’s
Where will your imagination take you?
Welcome to the start of your Journey at St. Benedict’s.
Personal, Social and Emotional Development:

Maths:
We will be investigating numbers to 10 this
term. The children will be ordering numbers,
recognising them by number and by amount
and even adding 1 more and 1 less.
They will also be exploring lots of shapes,
discovering what makes the shapes different
and what wonderful things they can create
with them!

Understanding the World:
This term, we will be asking the
children to talk about their own lives,
families and experiences to celebrate
how different we all are and how we all
have the some things in common!

We want the children to settle really well into the class and our school,
so we will be working on building friendships among their peers and
looking after themselves and each other. They will be looking into
what the bear is really like and how we can work through
disagreements.

Communication and Language:
The children will be having lots of fun
discussions about what they are making and
what they are reading. We are keen to hear
all their wonderful ideas.

Physical Development:
On our many adventures, we will be
exploring different ways to move and
spend time negotiating spaces and
different terrain!

We will be learning our daily prayer and the
sign of the cross this term. The children will
also be finding out about our School Mission
and creating their own Class Missions as they
think about what they would like to achieve
throughout this year.

Expressive Arts and Design:
A box is not just a box in St. Joseph’s
class…I can’t wait to find out what they
turn them into! There will also be lots of
singing, dancing and role playing as we
explore!

